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Let Dr. Angela Mulrooney’s 
love of dentistry, business and 
life inspire you to bring your 
best game to your career and 
patient care.

In this perspective-shifting keynote, Dr. Mulrooney shares 
critical lessons learned through her personal journey.

SKIDDING ACROSS ROCK BOTTOM:  
The Journey Back to Success Is Your Choice

Build the verbal and nonverbal communication skills that are 
critical to selling modern, advanced dentistry. 

THE MISSING DIMENSION: 
The Art of Patient Communication

You’ll emerge with an actionable six-month social media 
marketing plan and the burning desire to put it into practice.

THE ULTIMATE SOCIAL MEDIA WORKSHOP

Being better isn’t good enough - it is simply what patients 
expect from you. Being different is what will allow you to thrive.

THRIVING IN PRACTICE: 
No Matter the Circumstances

PRESENTATIONS

DR. ANGELA MULROONEY  
angela@helpgetmepatientsnow.com 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

SKIDDING ACROSS ROCK BOTTOM:   
The Journey Back to Success Is Your Choice

Dr. Angela Mulrooney knew she wanted to be a dentist when she was just a toddler. She would charm others into 
letting her play with their teeth. Becoming a dentist was her dream. So, a few years out of dental school when this 
nationally-ranked professional dancer had the opportunity to acquire a practice, she went all in despite the deck 
being stacked against her. The day she bought the practice was a dream come true. Little did she know the 
cascade of nightmares that would ensue.  

Death of the previous owner. Economic crisis. Crushing financial responsibility. Litigation. Injury. Illness. If anything 
could go wrong, it seemed it did. The final blow that had her skidding across rock bottom was being told by her 
physician: “I’m sorry, Dr. Mulrooney, but you are never going to practice dentistry again.”  

In this perspective-shifting keynote, Dr. Mulrooney shares critical lessons learned through her personal journey. 
Attendees learn how to transform rock bottom into something stunning, leveraging their strength and balance to 
dance their way back to the top. 

• Learn a process for taking control of your business, career and future no matter what circumstances surround you 
• Gain a formula for meeting obstacles — even “unimaginable” challenges — with courage, action, and resilience 
• Discover best practices for navigating obstacles the next time you find yourself on rocky ground

Suggested Audience: All Dental Professionals  
Suggested Formats: Keynote, up to 90 minutes  
Mini version of this lecture: https://youtu.be/BfYOvKqEwEg

“In life as in dance, grace 
glides on blistered feet.”   

-Alice Abrams
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Rock Bottom isn’t the end. It’s an opportunity to get back up, dust yourself off, and climb your way back to the top.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

THE MISSING DIMENSION:   
The Art of Patient Communication

• Gain skills for maximizing your marketing and booking 
patients on the first phone call  

• Learn how to use open-ended questions to prompt 
patients to tell you exactly what they want 

• Illustrate how to create trusting relationships with new, 
existing and even phobic patients 

• Discover how to create treatment plans that fulfill patient 
wants based on what they say  

• Understand how to select care that will deliver results 
the patient wants, within budget, regardless of what 
insurance pays out  

• Discover the benefit of systematic patient 
communication techniques: grateful patients who 
schedule recommended treatment  

• Use your newly acquired skills to build a thriving 
practice, regardless of external circumstances

Suggested Audience: All Dental Professionals  
Suggested Formats: Full or Partial Day Lecture, Workshop, or Keynote 
Sample Video: https://youtu.be/jaoKhpeFydc

Have you invested time and money to acquire both leading-edge, research-based clinical skills and 
the best technology on the market… only to watch them gather dust as patients ‘pass’ on treatment?

Every dentist’s dream is to do the dentistry they love with patients who want it while working less and earning more. But 
even the best dentists rarely realize the dream because dental practice success is not determined by clinical expertise.  

Patients are more likely to accept suggested treatment when the treatment is presented in terms of their wants and priorities. 

When patients hear their own priorities, concerns, and desires reflected in clinical care conversations, they feel heard and 
validated, which leads to higher rates of trust and case acceptance. Learn to approach the patient communication dance as 
an art as well as science, with choreography for every situation as well as techniques for dynamic improvisation. 

In this transformative course designed for the entire team, Dr. Angela Mulrooney outlines a system tailored to build the 
verbal and nonverbal communication skills that are critical to selling modern, advanced dentistry. By placing the patient 
experience in its rightful place - at the center of every conversation and interaction - you will unlock the secrets of a happy, 
thriving, profitable practice.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

THE ULTIMATE SOCIAL MEDIA WORKSHOP

• Refine your social media space and online branding by 
leveraging what makes you unique 

• Discover how to leverage online search to let people 
know who you are  

• Understand how to build your social media following  
• Understand how to convert the leads from your online 

marketing efforts to bookings by changing the new 
patient conversation  

• Learn what it takes to set yourself apart in the 
marketplace 

• Pinpoint how to discover exactly what your patients want 
from you (it’s not what you think)  

• Build your online marketing plan for the next 6 months  
• Plan your first (or next) marketing video for maximum 

patient impact

Suggested Audience: All Dental Professionals  
Suggested Formats: Full or Partial Day Lecture, Workshop, or Keynote 

With the right knowledge, tools and a proven plan, you can leverage all the power of Social Media to position and 
market yourself. Learn how to build a powerful organic messaging engine that brings new patients in the door and 
keeps them coming back.  

In this cutting edge, nuts-and-bolts course, Dr. Angela Mulrooney pulls back the curtain and reveals all the steps to 
succeed. Covering everything you’ll need to create a tailored, high-level social media strategy, she shines a spotlight on 
techniques that have helped her clients increase their following by thousands.  

Dr. Mulrooney reveals the strengths and opportunities inherent in each social platform and review space. She'll also 
compare when it makes sense to use organic vs. paid strategies. Learn how your team can put your marketing on 
steroids for little or no cost. Gain insight into how to wow your patients and get them talking about you in person and 
online. Explore a comprehensive digital communication and outreach strategy that will enhance your online presence.

Marketing your practice may feel daunting and confusing, but it doesn’t have to be. It doesn’t have to  
cost thousands of dollars a month to attract a tiny handful of patients (who may or may not come back).
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

THRIVING IN PRACTICE: 
No Matter the Circumstances

• Learn a process for taking control of your business, career and future no matter what circumstances surround you  
• Gain a formula for meeting obstacles in your practice — even “unimaginable” challenges — with courage, action, and resilience  
• Discover concepts that will allow you to leverage your time so that you have balance in your life and practice  
• Refine your approach to the everyday goings-on of your practice to maximize every team member’s potential and skillset  
• Create a practice-differentiating strategy that will have patients telling their friends how amazing you are

Suggested Audience: All Dental Professionals  
Suggested Formats: Full or Partial Day Lecture, Workshop, or Keynote

Are you struggling to grow your practice and your following due to the changing times we live in? 
Are you worried that you won’t survive unless you sell out to “Big Dental”?

It takes grit and perseverance to thrive in today’s market. With consolidators buying practices at an alarming pace, lack of 
loyalty from patients, and our instant gratification society, it can be a challenge to keep patients in the practice let alone 
attract new ones in order to meet increasing overhead costs. Yet, there are many practices that are growing at record rate 
despite these changed circumstances.  

These successful practices don’t buy into the theory that external circumstances dictate whether their clinic succeeds or 
struggles. Instead, they know that their success is 100% up to them and 100% dependent on the inputs they apply. 
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Being better isn’t good enough - it is simply what patients expect from you. Being 
different is what will allow you to thrive. In this mindset transforming lecture, Dr. Angela 
Mulrooney will show you how you can secure your own success with the concepts her 
clients use everyday.
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DR. ANGELA MULROONEY

Owning a dental practice can feel like a “dream” … where you’re 
running at top speed on a treadmill that just won’t stop.

Dentistry had been Dr. Angela Mulrooney’s dream since the age of two. This curly-
haired toddler would charm everyone in her path into letting her play with their teeth. 
You can imagine the day she graduated dental school was a dream come true.  

Her second love - dance - began at 18 years of age when she joined the university’s 
ballroom dancing club while she prepared to get into dental school. She would go on to 
win many competitions as a professional dancer and even won the berth to represent 
Canada at worlds. After graduation, she moved to Calgary where she continued to 
practice her two passions: dance and dentistry.  

At 28 years of age, Dr. Mulrooney purchased and transformed a run-down clinic - in the 
worst part of town - into a cutting-edge practice that was referred to by colleagues for 
full-mouth reconstruction, I.V. sedation, implants, and sleep apnea therapy. In doing so, 
she doubled her hourly production while working 50% fewer hours - achieving the 
elusive dream in practice.  

After sustaining a career ending injury in 2013 and suffering a stroke one year later, 
Angela opened Unleashed Dance Company and sold her dental practice. She then 
launched her consulting firm - My Business Doctor Inc. - to help colleagues succeed 
through her blueprint to success for realizing their full potential clinically and financially. 
Through her podcast, In the Pink Seat with Dr. Angela Mulrooney, she interviews dental 
industry thought leaders encompassing many aspects of dental business.  

Angela’s coaching and speaking programs are in demand across North America. She is 
a passionate writer and educator, sharing her secrets for success through both the 
written word and video. Let Angela’s love of dentistry, business, dance and life inspire 
you to bring your best game to your career and patient care.
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TESTIMONIALS

“Dr. Angela Mulrooney provided one of the most outstanding programs I have experienced in 
many years.  She was poised, polished and passionate.  From the moment she began speaking, 
she captivated the audience.  Her story is unique; her information is relevant.  She is engaged 
and engaging.  Dr. Mulrooney’s topic is suitable for dentists and team members, as well as 
consultants and dental educators.  She will make her mark in the dental consulting/speaking 
world at lightspeed.  I highly recommend reviewing Dr. Mulrooney and scheduling her on your 
program soon.” Debra Engelhardt-Nash 

“In nearly 40 years as a professional speaker I’ve heard many speakers who have educated, 
entertained and brought me to tears with their personal stories. Never have I been as moved 
personally and professionally as I was recently when I heard Dr. Angela Mulrooney for the very 
first time.   She will change your focus on set-backs, inspire you to appreciate change and leave 
you with an understanding that “the challenges before you are never greater than the power 
behind you”.  Linda Miles, CSP  

“Dr. Angela Mulrooney not only shares a powerful message from the stage, she lives it.   If you 
are looking for an authentic presenter to inspire your attendees and provide strategies to grow 
their practice – look no further.   Dr. Mulrooney will bring the crowd to their feet in today’s 
meeting and in to action on Monday morning.” Penny Reed  

“With over 20 years in dentistry, I have selectively added my signature to recommendation 
letters for some amazing people.   I am proud, honored, and humbled to add Dr. Angela 
Mulrooney's name to that list.  She inspires attendees to greater things, makes you believe in 
your dreams and gives you the courage to be you.” Eileen Peers, Ottawa Women’s Dental 
Society 

“Angela’s presentations are incredibly engaging. She's very humble, fun to listen to, and her 
knowledge is impeccable.  Angela is absolutely class, grace and dignity under extreme 
pressure. You will be moved as I was and as everyone in the audience was with me that day. 
Thank you.”  Shawn Peers, Peers Buying Group
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TESTIMONIALS  continued

“I attended Angela's Put your Marketing on Steroids seminar.  The time flew and I 
was feverishly taking notes on my laptop the whole time. She's an incredible 
speaker, a very good story teller and the value that she has in her message is second 
to none.  I would recommend, if you get an opportunity, go see her speak.” Blaine 
Sato, Reppy  

“I attended Dr. Angela Mulrooney's amazing presentation on how to transform your 
practice and transform your life.  Angela is very engaging. Attend, listen to her, and 
take advantage of what she has to offer." Dr. Chris Blair, Palermo Village Dental 

"I attended Angela's course, Put Your Marketing on Steroids, and it's always so good 
to listen to her. She is knowledgeable and relatable.” Dr. Preet Sandhu, Gaetz Dental 

“I attended Dr. Angela Mulrooney’s Put Your Marketing On Steroids course. I really 
enjoyed this course because it didn't leave you hanging at the end wanting more 
and having to invest more. You actually got the answers you needed. Her story is 
real. We saw the real Angela, and we connected, and it was awesome.” Amanda 
Nower, Patterson Dental 

"I attended Put Your Marketing on Steroids with Dr. Angela Mulrooney who is 
focused on helping dentists in our community and across the globe achieve better 
success. This course was fantastic. A lot of what we I learned today was transferable 
to our practice. If you're thinking of attending any of her  presentations, thumbs up. 
Attend it right away.” Seemab Aamir, RBC  

"I attended Dr. Angela Mulrooney's Put Your Marketing on Steroids lecture. It's 
practical, honest, real-world advice. Whether you're a large practice, small practice 
or anything in between, you will find something to take away from this and apply 
tomorrow. We enjoyed it and you will, too.” Jason Wellman, Smile Shop Marketing

Aesthetic Dentistry & Implant Center Gift Seminar 
Canadian Dental Association’s Oasis Series 
dentalcorp Canada 
Euroscicon Zurich 
Gateway Oral Surgery Study Club 
Golden Girls Dental Cruise (Cuba) 
Greater Calgary Ortho Study Club 
Harvard Faculty Club 
Henry Schein  
Howard Farren Media 
Ontario Dental Association 
Ottawa Dental Society Symposium 
Ottawa Women’s Dental Study Club 
Pacific Dental Conference  
Patterson Dental 
Royal Bank of Canada (RBC) 
University of Alberta College of Dentistry
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